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Religion and Women's Rights in Florida: An
Examination of the Equal Rights Amendment
Legislative Debates, 1972-1982
by Laura E. Brock

I am a full-time wife and mother and not a member of
any women's liberation group. I cannot see how a reasonable-thinking and enlightened person can oppose equality
under the law for all regardless of sex. Legal equality cannot possibly destroy the American home or motherhood
or fatherhood . . . [ERA] has no affect on a religious and
love relationship between a man, his wife, and their children ... If you ... support the [ERA] I give you my word
that I will not abandon my family any more than you would
abandon yours-and_:- I will continue to submit to my husband each evening with pleasure.
-Adele Kan ter 1
I am a fully liberated woman in spirit and in Christ representing non-professional contented women of every
Laura E. Brock earned her Ph.D. at Florida State University in 2013 and currently
serves as Director of External Relations fo.r the Florida State University College of
Medicine. The author would like to thank Roy Brock, Amanda Porterfield, Monica
Reed, Cara Burnidge, Myra Hurt, Dee Beranek, John Fogarty, Sandi Harris, Therese
Lysaught, Nan Rich, LuMarie Polivka-West, Kathy Mears, Jo Davis, Alicia Crew, Janet
Stoner,JoAnne Graf, Connie Lester and two anonymous reviewers for their support,
comments, critiques and/ or suggestions.
1
Adele Kanter to Senator Dan Scarborough. (February 16, 1973), 1973 ERA
Correspondence, Senate Judiciary-Civil Committee, Box 504, Florida State
Archives, Tallahassee, Florida.
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race, color, creed, and economic class. [ERA would]
make a wife equally responsible for the financial support of her family; subject girls and women to compulsory military service and possible combat duty; legalize
homosexual marriages and the adoption of children by
homosexual couples; and eliminate special rights, benefits, and exemptions conferred by law upon members of
the female sex.
-Shirley Spellerberg2
lorida housewife Adele Kanter's letter was prototypical of
religious women who were supporters of the Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA) .3 Community activist and housewife Shirley Spellerberg's letter was representative of religious opponents of
the ERA. Women were mobilized to enter the political arena, many
for the first time, on both sides of the ERA conflict. Florida was
the key battleground state where the ERA failed after an intense
decade-long (1972-1982) political battle that was an intersection
of religious, gender and social issues. Examining the history of
Florida's ERA conflict is significant because religious and social
themes recur in contemporary public policy debates and legislative actions. This study will explore the role of religion in affecting
legislative rhetoric and lobbying tactics, as well as in exacerbating
the fight in Florida. 4 It will explain how religion contributed to
the failure of ratification when opponents linked the amendment
to "threatening" social issues such as gay rights or abortion. ERA
supporters were forced into a defensive strategy that included mar-

F

2

3

4

Shirley Spellerberg to Senator Dan Scarborough (February 15, 1973) Box
503, ERA Correspondence, Senate Judiciary-Civil Committee, Florida State
Archives, Tallahassee, Florida.
The ERA stated: "Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged
by the United States or any state on account of sex. The Congress shall have the
power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article. This
amendment shall take effect two years after the date of ratification."
Primary and secondary historical sources from the Florida State Archives in
Tallahassee, Elaine Gordon Papers at the Green Library of Florida International University, and the Florida Legislative Research Center and Museum
were used in this study. Materials included legislative committee meeting materials, chamber debates, correspondenc~ , oral histories, speeches, books, news
articles, pamphlets, and periodicals; and primary source information from
personal observation and discussions with several people on opposing sides
of the ERA battle. The debate rhetoric and lobbying tactics discussed here are
limited by space constraints and are not exhaustive; they focus on the impact
of religion on the ERA conflict.
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shaling religious arguments and using tactics to mobilize religious
women to support ERA ratification. 5
Joan S. Carver and Kimberly Wilmot Voss examined Florida's
ERA battle, providing exceptional analyses of the conflict. 6 Carver,
a political scientist, reviewed the history of the ERA in the Florida
legislature and Voss, a journalism professor, focused attention on
a pivotal figure, Senator Lori Wilson, and the role of the media in
depicting the battle as a "catfight." Carver argued that ERA transformed into an ideolggjcal issue symbolizing a broad spectrum of
threatening political and social changes. 7 Voss examined the 1977
5

6

7

Several studies identify the impact of religion on the ERA battle. First, in
Martha Sonntag Bradley's exhaustive study of Mormon women, the Mormon
Church successfully made the difference that contributed to the defeat of the
ERA in several states by making the ERA a moral rather than a political concern. See Martha Sonntag Bradley, Pedestals and Podiums: Utah Women, Religious
Authority & Equal Rights (Salt Lake City, UT: Signature Books, 2005). Second,
denominational preference was important in separating the pro- from the
anti-ERA activists according to Kent L. Tedin, in "Religious Preference and
Pro/Anti Activism on the Equal Rights Amendment Issue," Pacific Sociological
Review 21, no. 1 Qanuary 1978): 55-67. Third, using the same data from Texas
interviews, Tedin and David Brady focused on anti-ERA women and found
that 92 percent indicated that religion was important to them and the source
of their political attitudes. See David Brady and Kent Tedin, "Ladies in Pink:
Religion and Political Ideology in the Anti-ERA Movement," Social Science
Quarterly 36, no . 4 (March 1976): 564-575. Fourth, a survey of North Carolina
ERA activists concluded that ERA proponents belonged to non-fundamentalist
churches or had no religious affiliation, whereas, ERA opponents belonged to
major fundamentalist denominations. See Theodore S. Arrington and Patricia
A. Kyle, "Equal Rights Amendment Activists in North Carolina," Signs 3, no. 3
(Spring 1978): 666-680. Fifth, using different data but arriving at similar conclusions, sociologist Val Burris determined that religious affiliation indicated
that Mormons consistently opposed ERA, Jewish people supported ERA, and
membership in a fundamentalist Protestant denomination was connected to
ERA opposition. See Val Burris, "Who Opposed the ERA? An Analysis of the
Social Bases of Anti-feminism," Social Science Quarterly 64, no. 2 Qune 1983):
305-317. Finally, support for or opposition to the ERA was diJ;"ectly related to
religiosity and ideology. See Iva E. Deutchman and Sandra Prince-Embury,
"Political Ideology of Pro- and Anti-ERA Women," Women & Politics 2, no. 1/ 2
(Spring/ Summer 1982) : 39-55.
Joan S. Carver, "The Equal Rights Amendment and the Florida Legislature,"
Florida Historical Quarterly 60, no. 4 (April 1982): 455-481 and Kimberly Wilmot
Voss, "The Florida Fight for Equality: The Equal Rights Amendment, Senator
Lori Wilson and Mediated Catfights in the 1970s," Florida Historical Quarterly
88, no. 2 (Fall 2009): 173-208.
Carver, "The Equal Rights Amendment and the Florida Legislature," 456,
476-481. Carver traced the ERA through 1981. Three patterns of development were identified: 1) early brief consensus in the House of Representatives
(1972); 2) increased polarization by political party and region (1972-1974);
and 3) increased polarization by region and part}' (1975-1980).
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ERA defeat, including the _media representations, women-versuswomen themes, Senator Wilson's role, as well as the recent ERA
status. Voss effectively identified the central role of the media and
acknowledged the active role of religious groups, "particularly in
the question over women's roles in society." 8
As Carver and Voss indicated, the ERA battle in Florida created an environment for legal challenges and statutory changes
that advanced opportunities for women to serve in education,
government, business and public office. Female ERA supporters
experienced "liberation" as they achieved new social, political and
personal empowerment through participation in the ERA conflict.
They exercised their activism through various established organizations that produced future female legislators. 9 Paradoxically, as ERA
supporters were empowered by political engagement, female ERA
opponents were also personally galvanized through political activism. These women ventured outside the home,joining conservative
women's efforts to fight to protect traditional gender roles, domestic life and the status quo. Traditional rhetoric concealed political
authority wielded by women in anti-ERA organizations who raised
funds, lobbied the legislature, organized marches and waged a media
war. 10 Eventually, some progress toward women's equality occurred
through several state and federal laws passed in lieu of ERA. 11
8

9
10

11

Voss, "The Florida Fight for Equality," 181. Voss presented gripping examples
of media coverage that hyped fears about women in combat, the end of traditional motherhood and female radicalism. Religious rhetoric and arguments
were part of opponents' tactics, especially . in 1977 when ERA passage was
tied to the Dade County gay rights ordinance. Voss demonstrated that rather
than providing objective analysis, the media focused on salacious details. She
tracked the ERA through modern history, noting that in 2008 the Florida Senate Judiciary Committee passed it 8-3 but the bill died in the Rules Committee.
Subsequently it has been introduced but not considered.
See Emily]. Minor, "Friendships Helped a Group of Dynamic Young Women
of the '60s Change Everything," Palm Beach Post, July 20, 2010.
When women defined their political activism as a calling from God, they
were able to sidestep male religious authority and subjugate ideas about their
proper roles. Indeed, Mormon women, as well as other conservative religious
women, took full advantage of the opportunity to fight the ERA because, ironically, it allowed them to expand beyond their restricted roles. Housewives and
other traditional women left home to engage in "spiritual warfare" and gain
new identities in the political arena. See Bradley, Pedestals and Podiums, 121-123
and Donald G. Mathews, "'Spiritual W<J.rfare': Cultural Fundamentalism and
the Equal Rights Amendment," Religi,on and American Culture3, no. 2 (Summer
1993): 129-154.
For example, legislation passed addressing anti-discrimination practices, property ownership, credit lending, jury service, displaced homemakers, Title IX
funding for women's athletics, family leave, domestic violence programs, child
support enforcement and child daycare licensing.
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This study will expand on the previous two excellent studies'
references to the impact of religion on Florida's ERA battle. It
will approach ERA history from a different angle by focusing on
the religiously influenced legislative debate rhetoric and lobbying
strategies. Excavating the legislative debates and lobbying tactics
from this perspective highlights major debate themes such as "true
womanhood" vs. liberated womanhood, traditional family vs. modern family and states' rights vs. federal preemption of state laws.
This study will also co:g_:g.ect the central themes of the historic ERA
debate to present-day policy discussions.
The first section of this study presents the religiously influenced themes in the ERA debate rhetoric and strategies. It demonstrates how religion connects and enhances cultural and social
assumptions. The next section chronologically narrates pro- and
anti-ERA forces' religiously inspired legislative debates and lobbying tactics. Debates revealed how Florida's Southern culture was
thoroughly immersed in religious life and symbols. The final section identifies parallel themes in contemporary Florida politics
similar to ERA debate themes. Because the state has shifted right- ward politically over the past few decades, the conservative side of
these themes prevail in today's political environment.
What did Women Want? Three Themes Affecting the Debate in
the ERA Conflict
Florida's ERA battle reflected escalating cultural polarization
that included the rise of the Religious Right later in the decade. As
Carver illustrated, ERA as a "symbol" became more important than
the actual amendment. Early in the decade, opponents were con-cerned about E
fostering communism, destroying traditional
gender roles and thrusting women into combat. As the ERA conflict progressed, opponents' concerns expanded to encompass religious fears of increased gay rights, abortions, unisex bathrooms, as
well as societal moral decay. Rhetoric, symbols, and tactics centered
on three religiously influenced themes in the debate, including
"true womanhood" vs . liberated womanhood, traditional family vs.
modern family, and states' rights vs. federal preemption.
First, each side in the ERA conflict defined the meaning of gender and womanhood. 12 Certain historical, traditional and romantic
12

Donald G. Mathews and Sherron De Hart argued that gender was the decisive
issue in the ERA conflict because through gender, "humans have fabricated
the social meaning of sex in spinning their culture into webs of meaning."
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expectations for "true womanhood" 13 existed in Southern culture.
Accordingly, ERA opponents believed in the determining power of
biology, traditional womanhood, femininity, sacred motherhood,
female piety, submissiveness and preservation of their social status
as homemakers. In the ERA debate, opponents' religiously influenced, traditional, patriarchal, gender-based arguments reflected women as naturally nurturing, morally superior and needing
protection. 14 Equality was a moral threat to opponents because
it meant "sexual permissiveness, the pill, abortion, living in communes, draft dodgers, unisex men who refused to be men, and
women who refused to be women." 15 Female opponents lobbied
by using tactics that reminded legislators of their essential role as
housewives, while legislators argued against women's rights and for
"protecting the weaker-but morally superior-sex."
Conversely, ERA proponents viewed liberated womanhood
as a life of social and economic independence. Equality was the
path to reinvention of what it meant to be a woman. Without relying on male co-signers, women would have access to credit, own
property, start businesses and enter into contracts. ERA supporters
anticipated freedom from "the gendered ideal in which they had
been socialized-and with which they were becoming distinctively
uncomfortable .... " 16 In lobbying efforts and legislative debates,
ERA proponents emphasized the need to end discrimination. They
argued that ERA would expand opportunities for women in business, government and education, as well as provide equal pay and
social security benefits.
-

13

14

15
16

Donald G. Mathews and Jane Sherron De Hart, Sex, Gender, and the Politics of
ERA: A State and the Nation (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990), 222-224.
See Barbara Welter, "The Cult of True Womanhood: 1820-1860," American
Quarterly 18, no. 2, (Summer 1966): 151-174. Welter indicates that 19th century
writers used the term frequently, assuming- readers understood the meaning
of the ideal woman. Anyone tampering with "the complex of virtues" making
up "true womanhood" was considered an enemy of God and country. Welter
said religion undergirded "true womanhood" and empowered women in their
"proper sphere," the home.
Opponents believed feminists were "challenging the sacred order of creation."
See Susan Faludi, Backlash: The Undeclared War Against American Women (New
York: Three Rivers Press, 2006; Crown, l-99L); Susan Marshall, "Ladies Against
Women: Mobilization of Antifeminist Movements," Social Problems 32 (1985):
348-362; and Phyllis Schlafly, ThePowerojthePositive Woman (New Rochelle, NY:
Arlington House Publishers, 1977).
Mary Frances Berry, Why ERA Failed: Politics, Women~ Rights, and the Amending
Process of the Constitution (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986), 85.
Mathews, "'Spiritual Warfare,"' 132.
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Second, as the decade progressed, the political battle's focus
shifted from promoting equality to maintaining traditional family
roles.17 ERA opponents were convinced "women's libbers" were
out to destroy the traditional family. In the South especially, ERA
was perceived as a cultural threat to sacred notions of the family,
with historically delineated and religiously shaped, gender roles.
Negative consequences would include loss of legal privileges, additional work for women, more divorces, and exploitation of working
class women. Opponents also listed religious concerns about the
possibility of legalized homosexual marriages, rampant abortion
on demand and that young women would be drafted to serve in
combat duty. For these women, the ERA debates revealed an interpretation of gender as a fixed term, attached to traditional established institutions and conventions. Using biblical sources of moral
authority, opponents claimed that female roles were distinct from
male roles. They argued that women were subordinate to men in
the family. 18 Indeed, these concerns fueled creation of the Religious Right, which began, in part, as a reaction to ERA. 19 Focus
shifted in 1979 from an anti-ERA crusade to a "pro-family" movement. In Florida's ERA fight, opponents gained political power

17
18

19

Berry, VVhy ERA Faded, 85; Mathews and De Hart, Sex, Gender, and the Politics of
ERA, 175-180.
Mathews and :Qe Hart, Sex, Gender, and the Politics ofERA, 223; Brady and Tedin,
"Ladies in Pink," 574; and Gilbert Y Steiner, Constitutional Inequality: The Political Fortunes of the Equal Rights Amendment (Washington, DC: The Brookings
Institution, 1985). Steiner argues ERA ratification was hindered by the Roe v.
Wade decision [ 410 U.S. 113 ( 1973)] in 1973. Parallel opposition to abortion
and ERA ensued. Deana A. Rohlinger and Jill Quadagno, in "Framing Faith:
Explaining Cooperation and Conflict in the U.S. Conservative Christian Political Movement," Social Movement Studies 8, no. 4 (2009): 341-358, demonstrate
that the "family values frame" used by Conservative Christian political movements proved effective in transcending specific moral world views and focusing political efforts.
Political scientis't Ruth Murray Brown identified a direct link to the countermovement against the ERA that developed into the Christian Right. Brown
argued that a Christian conservative backlash against a litany of social change
began in the 1960s and 1970s explained "why it was southerners, fundamentalists, and particularly women who, tending to be guardians of morality, were
the instigators of the backlash" and the ERA "became the opening wedge for
a conservative countermovement to feminism in particular and liberalism in
general." Women who opposed ERA moved on to oppose abortion, homosexuality, and teaching sex education and evolution in the public schools. See
Ruth Murray Brown, For a "Christian America": A History of the Religious Right
(Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books, 2002): 15-21, 24; Bruce]. Shulman, and
Julian E. Zelizer, Rightward Bound: Making America Conservative in the 1970s
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2008).
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through invoking social issues, which were also central to anti-ERA
legislative debates.
However, ERA supporters envisioned a modern family with
redefined flexible gender roles and broken stereotypes. They
argued that providing equality for women would enhance families. 20
Using lobbying tactics to reflect femininity and religious support,
ERA proponents declared that they were concerned about future
generations of women. ERA supporters increasingly emphasized
the gender gap in wages on a state and national level. For example,
Rep . Eleanor Weinstock said that women earned only 57 percent
of what men earned in 1979. Supporters were concerned about
women working outside the home through economic necessity in
addition to homemakers' financial needs. Feminist Betty Friedan
argued that females forced into the workplace by economic conditions made ERA an economic necessity for women. 21 Lobbying
efforts centered on the tangible financial benefits that ERA would
provide to working women and homemakers. Pro-ERA legislators
focused arguments on the need for equal opportunities and pay
and for women, while listing anecdotal stories of discrimination.
Third, the powers not granted to the federal government by
the U.S. Constitution are reserved to the states. Opponents were
concerned that ERA, as a U.S. constitutional amendment, would
preempt state law. States' rights concerns were religiously and morally based. Early in the decade-long conflict, many ERA opponents
believed in a domestic communist conspiracy promoted under the
guise of equality. Later, they believed that "big government" was a
threat. Opponents argued ERA would abolish important federal and
state laws concerning marriage, divorce, child custody, and other
"protective" legislation. Further, they expressed concern about federal enactment of laws and regulations that would interfere with
local and state governance. In the legiSlative debates, southern legislators displayed resentment over previous civil rights cases linked to
20

21

By 1975, 52 percent of women were in the workforce. Consequently, new public policies were advocated including childcare subsid ies, comparable pay, and
maternal and family leave. Joan S. Carver, "Women in Florida," The journal of
Politics 41 , no. 3 (August 1979) : 945. ~
Friedan maintained: "The economic issues, inflation, and the decline in
the value of the dollar and all the other economic pressures that affect the
American family today are absolutely forcing women out into the work force."
Ronald Wray Boyd, "There's No 'Mystique ' About Betty Friedan, She's Tough,
Dedicated and To The Point," St. Petersburg Times, October 17, 1979: Dl; and
Brynell Somerville, "Homemakers Rights: Just What Are They?" Boca Raton
News, March 25 , 1979: 2B.
-
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concern about potential judicial interpretation of ERA that would
intrude in the religious life of the family.
Proponents framed the ERA preemption of discriminatory federal and state laws as a positive policy change granting women rights
and opportunities. Federal enforcement through government and
judicial intervention was seen as crucial, especially in the socially
conservative South, where there was a long history of resistance to
extending human righ_ts In fact, as the decade continued, advancement for women came through legal victories, as women achieved
rights through judicial interpretations of the 14th Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution. Ironically, during the ERA conflict, these successes
actually undercut ratification efforts. Many educational opportunities
and occupations opened for females, especially in the government
sector, where "affirmative action" required equal job opportunities
for women and other minority groups.
These three themes thread from the 1972-1982 ERA battle
to Florida's contemporary political arena. In the first theme, the
meaning of gender and womanhood was in dispute because ERA
supporters sought economic independence in society while oppo-nents feared changes would shift them into responsibilities and
legal obligations they did not seek, such as work requirements or
serving in the military. Similarly, the second theme addressed equality in traditional family roles, which was a threat to ERA opponents
but sought by ERA supporters. The third theme concentrated on
the scope of powers of the federal government in individuals' lives.
ERA opponents distrusted the federal courts and federal government, while ERA proponents argued that the only way to achieve
equality, especially in the South, was to enact a constitutional
amendment guaranteeing equal rights for women and preempting discriminatory state laws. In the Florida ERA fight each theme
was debated within the context of religion. Likewise, contemporary
public policy conflicts reflect these themes.

Bibles, Pedestals and Marches: Religion in Florida's ERA Legislative
Debate
Florida had a "fractured political geography" in 1972. 22 Democrats ruled the Florida legislature but were divided by a geo-political
22

Thomas R. Dye, Politics in Florida (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1998),
6; and Robert Huckshorn, ed. Government and Politics in Florida, 1st ed. (Gainesville: University Presses of Florida, 1991): 58-110. The 1970s and 1980s, as today,
had diverse population clusters. The "Redneck Riviera" and its conservative
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ideological split between South Florida progressives and North
Florida conservatives. Four women served in the legislature; one
served in the 40-member Senate and three served in the 120-member House of Representativ_es. 23
House Judiciary Committee staff director, Janet Reno, drafted House Concurrent Resolution (HCR) 4440 at the direction of
her chairman, Rep. Talbot "Sandy" D'Alemberte in March 1972. 24
Reno and Rep. D'Alemberte ensured that the Florida House of
Representatives was ready to ratify ERA immediately after it passed
Congress. 25
In 1972 there was overwhelming support for ERA in the House .
Debate rhetoric reflected religious and cultural attitudes with
underlying religious notions of patriarchy, morality and female

23

24

25

voters and politicians extended from Pensacola to Jacksonville, around the
panhandle and gulf shores southward. North Florida resembled Old Dixie
and contained many Christian fundamentalists. South Florida served as home
to large Jewish, Cuban and Haitian populations. Tallahassee and Gainesville
were exceptions to the conservative blend of the northern Florida panhandle
area. See Carver, ''Women in Florida," 941-955 . Carver discusses the influx of
newcomers in South Florida that created two cultures where women are concerned: The North Florida conservative culture and the South Florida progressive culture, which was more receptive to change in women's roles.
Susan A. MacManus, ''Women in State Legislative Office," Political Chronicle
6 (Winter/ Spring 1994-95): 10-18. The following women were in the Florida
Legislature in 1972: Senator Beth Johnson (R-Cocoa Beach), Rep. Jane W.
Robinson (R-Cocoa) , Rep. Mary R. Grizzle CR-Clearwater), Rep. Maxine Baker
(D-Miami), and Rep. Gwen Cherry (D-Miami).
Reno and D'Alemberte were in the nascent stage of what would be a productive lifelong friendship. Sandy D'Alemberte interview with author, April 19,
2011. Janet Reno was later State Attorney for Dade County (1978-1993) and
U.S. Attorney General (1993-2001) . Sandy D'Alemberte is an amazing figure
throughout Florida's modern history. A self-described "McGovern Liberal," he
served in the Legislature (1966-1972), chaired numerous commissions, was
Florida State University's Law School D£:an (1984-1989) and President (19942002), was President of the American Bar Association (1991-1992), and now
handles dozens of pro bono cases as an attorney in private practice and as a
law professor and President Emeritus. See Paul Anderson, Janet Reno: Doing the
Right Thing (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1994), 60-61.
The U.S. House of Representatives passed. ERA by 354 to 23. On March 22,
1972, the U.S. Senate passed ERA by 84-8, sending the amendment to the
states for ratification. Thirty-eight states were needed to ratify the amendment.
The Hawaii legislature ratified ERA in just 32.c. minutes after the U.S. Senate
vote. Nebraska, New Hampshire, Delaware, Iowa and Idaho followed within
days. See Anita Miller and Hazel Greenberg, The Equal Rights Amendment: A
Bibliographic Study (Westport, CT.: Greenwood Press, 1976), xiv; and "The Congress: One Giant Leap for Womankind," Time, April 3, 1972, http: / / www.time .
com/ time/ magazine/ article/ 0,9171 ,903392,00.html (accessed January 6,
2013).
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behavior. Rep. Gwen Cherry, who was devoted to women's rights, 26
introduced the amendment, and a brief debate ensued. Rep. Cherry and Rep. Donald Tucker argued that it was time to end discrimination on the basis of sex and to support equal rights for women. 27
The sole opponent speaking against ERA ratification, Rep.
Dave Smith, invoked a variety of gender stereotypes, many religiously inspired. 28 He chided legislators for being "too chicken to
stand up for their masculine rights." Rep. Smith framed the ERA
as a "socialist conspiracy," incited by "a bunch of hairy chested frustrated women, who have stampeded the Congress of the United
States of America." Rep. Smith claimed proponents were attempting "to degrade woman's place and our beloved America" and
"bring about a unisex society." He argued that women in Russia
and China might be happy "as bricklayers, plumbers, hide carriers,
bulldozer operators, and so forth ... [but] American womanhood
is a better deal; they deserve to be loved and admired; they deserve
to be cuddled and coddled!" 29 At the conclusion of the shortest
debate in ERA's ten-year legislative history, the House quickly
passed ERA 84 to 3. 30
The Florida Senate was controlled by the conservative north
Florida "Pork Chop Gang." 31 Taking no action on ERA, Senate President Jerry Thomas declared the Florida Constitution prohibited
26

27

28

29
30
31

Cherry was a public school teacher (for 22 years), a writer, and an attorney. She
graduated from Florida A & M Law School in 1965. Cherry was elected from
Miami in 1970 and served until her untimely death from a one-car accident
in Tallahassee on February 7, 1979. Allen Morris, The Florida Handbook 20092010 (Tallahassee, FL: The Peninsular Publishing Company, 2009), 161-162.
Cherry's religious convictions formed the basis of her worldview and legislative
advocacy. She was one of the founders of Church of the Open Door. Gwen
Cherry interview with Dr. James Button. Samuel Proctor Oral History Program, Department of History, University of Florida, November 7, 1975, http:/ I
ufdc.ufl.edu/UF00005808/00001 (accessed March 15, 2013).
Florida House of Representatives, ERA Floor Debate, March 24, 1972, series
38, box 142, T267, tape 2, Florida State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida. See journal oftheHouseofR.epresentatives of Florida, March 23, 1972: 887, 892.
Smith was a conservative Christian, who enjoyed identification as "Florida's
Number One Male Chauvinist Pig," and wore a small gold pig pin. Smith eventually left the Legislature and became the director of the Conservative Union
and legislative coordinator for Florida's STOP ERA organization. "30 Women
March Against Equal Rights Amendment: Male Chauvinist Pig Advises," Sarasota Herald Tribune, April 3, 1973: 5B.
Florida House of Representatives, ERA Floor Debate, series 38, box 142, T267,
tape 2, March 24, 1972, Florida State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida.
Journal of the House of Representatives of Florida, March 24, 1972: 904-905.
Tampa Tribune Editor James Clendinen coined- the term "Pork Chop Gang"
for rural North Florida conservative legislative leaders who were "fighting for
pork, rather than principle." Morris, The Florida Handbook 2009-2010, 191.
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the Legislature from ratifying the proposed amendment to the
U.S. Constitution until after the following legislative election. 32
By the end of 1972, 22 of the 38 necessary states had ratified
ERA in nine months . In following years, Florida became a key
battleground state for ERA ratification. The gathering storm of
opposition to ERA expanded well beyond the remarks of a single legislator. Incubating an assortment of festering emotions on
opposing sides of the religiously influenced debate, the Florida
legislature became a cultural combat zone. Southern resentments
against ''Yankee imperialism," federalism in civil rights efforts, and
women's suffrage on one side, conflicted with enduring bitterness
about long-standing discrimination practices against blacks and
women on the other side. 33
United support for ERA completely evaporated in 1973. Developing political tactics that housewives could engage in, opposing
sides made phone calls, wrote letters and organized women. Mobilizing from churches and other organizations, women adorned in
red (opponents) and green (proponents) converged on the capitol. Never in Florida's history had a legislative issue sent so many
women to Tallahassee.
Governor Reubin Askew urged ERA ratification in the 1973
opening legislative session.34 He was one of Florida's most progressive governors, with a considerable leadership legacy. 35 Askew
had a strong religious ethic and advocated policies that fit within
his moral vision. Unlike many cuq~_ent politicians' policy views,
Askew's avid support for ERA did not alter through the years. 36
32

33
34
35
36

"Out of Luck on Women's Rights?" St. Petersburg Times, March 24, 1972: 16-B.
Article X , Section 1 of the 1968 Florida constitution stated: "The legislature
shall not take any action on any proposed amendment to the constitution of
the United States unless a majority of the members thereof have been elected
after the proposed amendment has b~n submitted for ratification." Later,
a federal court struck down the provision in January 1973; too late for the
Florida Senate to vote on ratification in the short window of opportunity when
the momentum seemed so favorable for successful passage in March 1972. See
Trombetta v. State of Florida, 339 F. Supp. 1359 (1972) . See Martin A. Dyckman,
Reubin O'D. Askew and the Golden Age of Florida Politics (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 2011) , 133; and D'Alemberte interview, April 19, 2011.
See Mathews and De Hart, Sex, Gender, and the Politics ofERA, for similarities in
the North Carolina experience.
Governor Reubin Askew, "Address to the 1973 Joint Legislative Opening Session," journal of the House of R.epresentatives of Florida, April 3, 1973: 8 .
For more on the extensive legacy of Governor Askew, see Dyckman, R.eubin
O'D. Askew.
Reubin O 'D . Askew interview with author, February 15 ,~ 2012. Askew's mother, Alberta Askew, influenced his n:.oral outlook and public policy positions.
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When the House of Representatives considered ERA, all
six female legislators supported the measure. Many legislators
evoked a religiously inspired image of "true womanhood" to justify opposition to ERA. For example, Rep. Ed Blackburn argued
women would lose God-given privileges and were "morally superior to men." Rep. Earl Hutto contended "From the earliest biblical times, woman has occupied a special place in our society. " He
argued ERA would "strike at the family unit," removing women
from the home: "God has given women a special role in our society of being a mother and of handling little children." Finally,
ERA opponent Rep. Ralph Haben said the majority of women are
"happy, satisfied, and pleased with their position here in the State
of Florida. "37
Rep. Elaine Gordon led supporters in the ERA effort and in
legislative debates. 38 She was divorced, working, raising three children and a passionate advocate for women's rights. Although not
overtly religious, Rep. Gordon said that Judaism informed her
feminist moral vision and advocacy on behalf of human rights. 39

37
38

-39

Divorced from Askew's father when he was two, she worked as a hotel housekeeper after getting no financial support because the judge knew Askew's
father. Reubin Askew selected the Presbyterian Church because of its theology,
and refused to drink or have alcohol in the Governor's mansion. See Dyckman, R.eubin O'D. Askew, 133.
Florida House of Representatives, ERA Debate, April 17, 1973, series 38, box
145, T329, tape 1, Florida State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida.
Gordon joined the women's movement because of job discrimination and
entered into politics to "become a part of a gigantic power structure and bring
about change from within." Elaine Gordon Speech, undated. Elaine Gordon
Papers, box 5, Special Collections, The Green Library, Florida International
University, Miami, Florida.
Gordon was active in the National Council of Jewish Women and the Jewish Women's Political Caucus. David Bittner, "House Speaker in November
Sees Change in Her Status as Woman," Jewish Floridian, May 4, 1984. In addition, Gordon explained "We Jews come from a culture where the woman is
a strong lead~r in the home and responsible for the problem-solving and
crisis management." She was "awakened to politics by Jewish feminist Betty
Friedan." Gordon 's research on accomplishments of Jewish women in history
were revelatory: "I discovered m yself, in the sense that I felt that my public
service, and particularly on human services, was a tradition-a heritage-a
reason d'etre--as aJewish woman. " Elaine Gordon Speech to National Council
ofJewish Women, Greater Miami Section, undated. Also, in an unda ted letter
to Archbishop McCarthy, Gordon wrote "I continue to draw strength from m y
strong Jewish faith which helps me in my struggle for the many socialjustice
issues that I have fought for over the years. As an elected representative and
as a community volunteer, I have practiced and lived by the tenets of my religion." Elaine Gordon Papers, boxes 1 and 5, Special Collections. In addition,
this is informed by Rep. Elaine Gordon 's conversations with the author, 1988
to 2000.
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Responding to opponents claims that ERA would destroy the traditional family and denigrate "true womanhood," Rep. Gordon listed
religious organizations supporting ERA, including the Ecumenical Task Force on Women and Religion, the National Coalition of
American Nuns, and the Women's Christian Temperance Union.
She insisted that the religious organizations would not, "advocate
destruction of the home and family .... "40
Opposing sides in the 1973 legislative debate quoted the Bible
as a source of moral authority. ERA proponent Rep. Eugene Tubbs
stated "When I vote for this amendment, I'll go home and I will
be proud to say to my wife, 'Entreat me not to leave thee, or to
return from following after thee, for whither thou goest, I goest;
and where thou lodgest, I will lodge; and thy people shall be my
people, and thy God my God;' and she will be free." 41 Opponent
Rep. Arthur H. Rude insisted the Bible established certain classifications. He claimed women were not allowed to hold leadership
positions in churches. Rep. Rude argued the Bible specified, "certain places a woman should be and certain places she should not
be." Rep. Rude complained "From here on out I would like to be
able to vote for motherhood bills and not personhood bills." 42
After lengthy arguments concerning equality, discrimination
and states' rights, Rep. Bob Hartnett, chair of the House Select
Committee on Equal Rights, noted that it was Holy Week. He said
Jewish people would celebrate Passover and quoted a portion of
the Jewish Passover Service, linking it to the need for ERA:
The struggle for freedom is a continuous struggle. For
never does man reach total liberty and opportunity. In
every age some new freedom is won and established, adding to the advancement of human happiness and security.
Yet each age uncovers a formerly unrecognized servitude,
requiring new liberations to set_man's soul free. In every
age the concept of freedom grows broader, widening the
horizons for finer and nobler living. Each generation is
duty bound to contribute to this growth, else mankind's
ideals become stagnant and stationary. 43

40
41
42
43

Florida House of Representatives, ERA Debate, April 17, 1973, series 38, box
145, T329, tape 1, Florida State Archives, Tallalrassee, Florida.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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The ERA failed in the house, 54 to 64. 44 The Senate previously
defeated ERA in a legislative committee. 45 Just eight additional
states approved ERA in 1973, bringing the number of states ratifying the amendment to 30. 46
In 1974, swelling numbers of ERA opponents and proponents rented buses, chartered planes and filled Tallahassee hotel
rooms. Armed with information from national organizations, both
groups also focused attempts to generate religious support. For
example, local STOP ERA groups were created in churches as part
of expanded grassroots efforts. Opponents wore long dresses and
red aprons saying "STOP ERA" and delivered "home-baked" bread
labeled from the "Breadmaker to the Breadwinner" to each legislator. They also distributed apple pie along with jellies labeled
"Preserve Us from a Legislative Jam: Vote Against the ERA Sham." 47
Similarly, ERA proponents organized religious women's groups
within churches. Twenty-three pro-ERA organizations, including
religious groups, created an office to coordinate a major ratification effort called "ERA-74." 48 Proponents sent valentines to legislators, activated "Men for ERA" and organized a carnival in Broward
_County that included opponent legislator effigy piiiatas, a "Pin the
Tail on the Male Chauvinist Pig" game, and a "kissing booth" for
pro-ERA legislators. 49
Rival forces concentrated on legislators' religious affiliation
as a central str~tegy. Opponents identified churches attended by
legislators and influential church members to persuade legislators
to oppose ERA. Likewise, Rep. Gordon developed a list in 1974
that indicated legislators' "home addresses," "religion (religious
denominational affiliation)," and "position on the ERA." She used
44

45

46
47

48
49

Ibid. "Florida Rejects Ratification of Equal Rights Amendment," New York
Times, April 18, 1973: 32; "Woman Senator Continues ERA Fight," Sarasota
Journal, April 18, 1973.
_ Senator Lori Wi_lson said that there would not be an attempt to revive the resolution because "it would be a waste of calories." "House Rejects Equal Rights,"
Sarasota Herald Tribune, April 18, 1973: lA. See Nick Thimmesch, "The Sexual
Equality Amendment: Will Nine More States Approve?" New York Times, June
24, 1973: 222.
"The Sexes: The Start of an ERA?" Time,January 6, 1975.
Edna Tait to Legislators Committed to the Support of the ERA and to those
Seriously Considering such Support, · "Status Report of ERA-74," March 18,
1974, Women subject file, Florida Commission on the Status of Women, series
79, box 1, Florida State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida. See Mathews and De
Hart, Sex, Gender, and the Politics of ERA, 64-90.
Ibid.
Janet K. Boles, The Politics of the Equal Rights Amendment: Conflict and the Decision
Process (NewYork: Longman, 1979), 125.
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the list for strategic vote counting and legislative lobbying tactics
for several years. 50
Senate ERA sponsor Wilson, the lone female member of the
Senate, led the debate. 51 She eloquently argued in support of ending discrimination and promoting women's rights through ERA
ratification. Senator Wilson ended with a Bible quote: "To everything there is a season and a time for every purpose under the
heaven; a time to be born, and a time to die; a time to weep, and a
time to laugh; a time to keep silence, and a time to speak" (Ecclesiastes 3:1-7) .52 Another supporter, Senator Robert "Bob" Graham,
placed the struggle for equality in historical context. He explained
the first sentence in the U.S. Constitution and the Florida Constitution, "We the people," as an evolving concept in American society.
Senator Graham said the struggle for the 19th Amendment could
be repeated, or senators could 'join 200 years of American history
to move toward the phrase of 'we the people' as a total people of
respect and equality." 53
The previous year the military draft ended and the last American troops left Vietnam. However, America's involvement in war
remained a concern. ERA opponents argued that women belonged
50

51

52
53

Gordon's list indicated the legislator's name, position on the ERA (whether
they were a "yes," which meant "support ERA," "no," which meant "forget it,"
"?no," which meant "no, but will talk," or "?" which meant "wavering,") and
finally, their religious affiliation. Gordon believed in the importance of religious affiliation for each legislator's ERA -position. The list included Baptists,
Catholics, Methodists, Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Jews, Lutherans, some
"miscellaneous affiliations," and a few "no affiliations." The list was kept in
a notebook and continually updated. "The Florida House of Representatives
& The Florida Senate [Annotated List of Members]," (1974), Elaine Gordon
Papers, box 9, Special Collections.
Wilson was a striking figure in the all male Senate; she wore white most of the
time, with her blonde tresses pulled back. Wilson (Cocoa Beach) was elected
in 1972 as an independent (spelled with_a small "i") no party legislator. She
married Gannett publisher Al Neuharth on December 31, 1973. Wilson did
not seek reelection in 1978. See also Allen Morris, The Florida Handbook, 20092010. For more on Wilson's fight for the ERA see Voss, "The Florida Fight for
Equality."
Florida Senate, ERA Debate, April 10, 1974, series 1238, box 1, tape 1, Florida
State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida.
Ibid. Graham was a member of the "Dog House Democrats," progressives from
South Florida who often challenged North Florida legislators. He later became
gusly supported ratification as governor. However, he changed his perspective
later. In 2005, responding to a question asking about the fate of ERA, Graham
said: "Florida is a socially and culturally conservative state." He indicated that
many anti-discrimination laws have passed "that have rendered the ERA a relatively moot point." Bob Graham interviewed by Mike Vasilinda, February 14,
2005, Legislative Research Center an9" Museum, Tallahassee, Florida.
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in the kitchen by divine rite rather than on the front lines of combat. For example, citing a religious conviction that women had
distinct roles as housewives, Senator W.D. Childers argued ERA
should not pass because women should not serve in the military.
Senator James Johnston said he prayed and remained troubled
about women in military service, indicating " ... the Christian religion ... is based on the family unit and the man being the head of
the household." He lamented "Take her off to combat, take her off
to fight for the country, and leave her husband at home to watch
the child which he probably could not do." 54
Supporters routinely used the Bible in debate. For example,
Senator Jack Gordon addressed the question of women serving
in the military by referring to "the Book of Judges ... the story of
Deborah, who was not only a judge but led her people in battle."
Senator Gordon noted that Deborah was also a married woman:
"There are very ample historical precedents from biblical days that
women, when necessary, served as defenders along with men." 55
Homosexuality, not equality, would define society, reasoned
Senator Childers. He contended ERA would lead to homosexual
marriages. Senator Childers read a court order from Hillsborough
County denying an application for marriage for two women and a
letter written by a psychiatrist about the prevalence of homosexuality if ERA passed. 56
Closing the_ debate, Senator Wilson said " ... we live under
one Providence, one God. The moral laws put forth, rule the fate
of nations; Providence is the spirit of what is right and what is
54
55

Ibid., tape 4.
Florida Senate, ERA Debate, April 10, 1974, series 1238, box 1, tape 3, Florida
State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida; Jack Gordon interview with Mike Vasilinda, October 10, 2002, Florida Legislative Research Center and Museum, Tallahassee, Florida. Gordon also said his Jewish faith affected his politics with the
- obligation to remember the "widow, the fatherless, and the poor."
56 Ibid. Senator Childers' closing remarks were calculated to persuade a few
undecided senators who held conservative religious worldviews. Uncommitted
senators were more concerned about homosexuality than the chance women
would enter combat or share bathrooms with men. Studies have shown that
legislative voting behavior on policy affecting homosexuals is shaped by religious affiliation, ideology, partisanship, and constituency preferences. Religious affiliation has been predictive on the issue because many denominations
have labeled homosexuality as "immoral and a threat to religious values." See
Donald P. Haider-Markel, "Morality in Congress? Legislative Voting on Gay
Issues," and Donley T. Studlar, "What Constitutes Morality Policy? A CrossNational Analysis," in The Public Clash of Private Values: The Politics of Morality
Policy, ed. Christopher Z. Mooney (New York: Seven Bridges Press, 2001), 43,
115-119.
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just-the Spirit which we all hope will one day govern our world."
She asked senators to search their consciences and vote for equal
rights. 57 The ERA narrowly failed 19 to 21. 58
The first year that ERA was considered in the House and the
Senate was 1975. 59 Opening the debate, Rep. Gordon based ERA
ratification on the moral necessity of ending discrimination and
promoting equality. Declaring that "51 percent of citizens" were
refused equality under the law, she reminded legislators that Florida never ratified the 19th Amendment. Rep. Gordon contended
there were over 100 statutes in need of revision in Florida because
of sex-based references. 60 Similarly, Rep. Cherry asked legislators
to support ERA and "bring black women into the mainstream of
society. " 61
Proponents also made a strong religious argument to attempt
to persuade undecided house members. Rep. Karen Coolman
offered an interpretation of Scripture that diverged from the
conservative fundamentalist construal of the Bible. 62 Waving the
Bible in the air, Rep. Coolman argued thatjesus broke oppressing
rules of his time by treating women with equality. After a lengthy
Scriptural elucidation, Rep. Coolman closed with a Bible quote:
'"But there is neither Greek nor Jew, there is neither bond nor

57

58

59

60
61
62

Senator Wilson's spiritual vision of America included a new future of hope and
equality for women. Florida Senate, ERA Debate, April 10, 1974, series 1238,
box 1, tape 6, Florida State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida.
journal of the Senate ofFlorida, April 10, 1974: 11, 13, 88, 101, 110. Since the Senate defeated ERA, it was not considered in the House of Representatives. Rep.
Gordon filed the resolution in addition to Rep. Gwen Cherry. Rep . Gordon
decided to work parallel to Rep. Cherry, collecting commitments to vote for
the resolution and developing strategies to ensure passage of the resolution.
Both sides engaged in lobbying, media garnering tactics and marches. Opponents connected ERA to gay rights, abortion and societal moral decay. Supporters linked ERA to equality, fairness, justice and expanded opportunities
for women. Louise Cook, "What Went Wrong on the Way to ERA Ratification,"
Laheland L edger, April 26, 1975: IA.
Florida House of Representatives, -ERA Debate, April 10, 1975, series 3, box
152, tape 1, Florida State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida.
Ibid.
Rep . Coolman, like Rep. Cherry, was prototypical of a religious woman who
was also a leader in feminist organiz4,.tions. She had been an early National
Organization for Women (NOW) organizer ands erved on the National Board
of Directors in 1972. Coolman ran for the legislature because of a male legislator's challenge that, "no one like you could ever get elected." Elected in 1974,
she was the first woman from Broward County to serve in the House. Karen
Coolman Amlong, "Attorney Profiles: Karen Coolman Amlong," http :/ / www.
theamlongfirm.com / Bio/ KarenAmlong.asp (accessed November 16, 2014).
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Senator Lori Wilson after the ERA defeat in the Senate. Courtesy of State Archives
of Florida, photo by Donn Dughi.
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free, there is neither male -nor female, for you are all one in Jesus
Christ.'" 63
Reacting angrily to Rep. Coolman's Bible history and interpretation, ERA opponent Rep. Chester Clem proclaimed "We did not
come here tonight to be preached to, and frankly, as an attorney
and as a legislator, [I who] have stood fo r women 's rights, rather
resent that." 64 Harkening back to arguments against women's suffrage, several opponents referred to maintaining the elevated status of women. For example, Rep. Ed Blackburn said "I think that
women are better than men and I don't think the constitutional
amendment will change it." Moreover, the first woman legislator
to oppose ERA, Rep. Nancy Harrington, indicated she wanted to
keep her privileged status as a woman. Also, Rep. George Grosse
proclaimed that he placed his wife upon a pedestal and did not
want her "down on a level with me." He was worried that churches would be compelled to allow female appointments as preachers, deacons, and priests, by "a forced judicial ruling. " 65 After the
debate, ERA passed the House 61 to 58. 66
Senator Dempsey Barron, who was given credit for ERA's ultimate defeat, presided over the Senate's consideration of the resolution. 67 Supporters used moral and religious rhetoric to argue for
ERA. For example, ERA supporter SenatorJack Gordon used Scripture and Anlerican history and argued ERA was another freedom
movement. 68 Senator Graham insisted ERA was a moral imperative
that should be placed in the constitution stating, "no state nor the
63
64
65
66
67

68

Florida House of Representatives, ERA Debate, April 10, 1975, series 3, box
152, tape 2 , Florida State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Journal of the House of Representatives ofFlorida, (April 10, 1975): 108-109.
Dempsey Barron (Panama City) was a conservative Democratic power broker
who held many populist views, but opposed ratification. He began a 32-year
legislative career in 1956 in the Florida Hoose of Representatives. In 1960 Barron was elected to the Florida Senate where he served as Senate president
from 1975-1976, and held office until his defeat in 1988. For more than two
decades, Barron controlled the Senate and determined leadership positions.
Years later Barron indicated that he regretted opposition to the ERA. See
Dyckman, Reubin O'D. Askew, 292 and Lori Wilson interviewed by Mike Vasilinda, October 1, 2003, Florida Legislative Research Center and Museum, Tallahassee, Florida. See also Craig Basse andLucy Morgan "Barron Dead at 79 ,"
St. Petersburg Times, July 8, 2001.
Florida Senate, ERA Debate, April 25, 1975, series 1238, box 10, tape 1, Florida
State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida. Senator Gordon discussed the evolution
of civil rights from the colonial era. He highlighted Old Testament stories of
women receiving equality.
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United States Congress shall have the legal power to discriminate
because of sex. "69
Opponents listed social concerns about moral decay, the
demise of traditional families and expansion of gay rights. Senator
Pat Thomas said that he opposed ERA because it would exacerbate
societal moral decay and expansion of government. 70 Senator Lew
Brantley argued ERA would negatively change the traditional family and cultural norms. He contended "Allowing the woman to keep
her maiden name will result in the breakup of the family unit and
what will the children be called?" 71 Senator Childers said he shared
fears with church groups about the future. Senator Childers said
the Gay Liberation Movement was fervently supporting ERA and
the U.S. Supreme Court would likely approve homosexual marriage and adoption of children if ERA passed.72
Senator Wilson said religion was a recurring theme in threefourths of the mail she received in opposition to ERA. She declared
that ERA would not interfere with rights of religious congregations
or religious freedom. Identifying herself as "a somewhat nebulous
descendent of the Scarlet O'Hara's of the world,'' Senator Wilson
told the history of the Florida Senate's failure to ratify the 19th
Amendment, drawing parallels to the ERA debate. 73 The resolution
failed 17 to 21. 74
69
70
71
72
73

Ibid.
Ibid., tape 3.
Ibid., tape 4.
Ibid., tape 3.
Ibid., tape 4. During the long debate, Wilson held up a stack of preprinted
opposition postcards, speculating that they were "probably in the vestibule as
people were leaving the church service ." She read the message on the cards,
- which stated:
Dear Senator Wilson: Please be reminded the Bible teaches
that all elected government officials are God's appointed servants through our ballot. God's word is very specific about
the difference He has made between the sexes not because of
discrimination but because of the part each sex shared in the
Garden of Eden. As my elected representative and as God's
appointed servant, I appeal to you to vote against the Equal
Rights Amendment.
74 Journal of the Senate of Florida, April 25, 1975: 161. Virginia Ellis, "Senate Kills
ERA," St. Petersburg Times, April 26, 1975: l-2B and "Cheers, Tears Mark Rejection of ERA," Daytona Beach Morning]ournal, April 26, 1975: 2. Florida became
the tenth state to defeat ERA in 1975. An eleventh state killed the ratification
by a parliamentary ruling. Supporters of ERA said that the amendment faced
its toughest challenges in the South and Midwest where tradition and fundamentalist religious views on a woman's role conflicted with the idea of equality
in all areas of life. "Rights Amendment Rejected by Florida Senate Second
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The ERA did not receive a hearing in the House or the Senate
in 1976. Nevertheless, both proponents and opponents intensified
lobbying and media strategies. ERA proponents shifted their tactics. "Many, many more of our members will be baking biscuits than
burning bras," said Senator Wilson as she announced the creation
of a new national "family organization" to promote ERA called
"People Power." Senator Wilson said new methods were needed
in the 15 states yet to ratify ERA: "Homemakers have felt left out
of the women's movement; so have most husbands and fathers." 75
Supporters also litigated against discrimination, case-by-case. 76
The following year was a game changer. Pro-ERA forces created the Religious Committee for ERA. Building support for ERA
ratification, they nurtured an active coalition of religious women,
including homemakers. 77 Despite ERA proponents' success mobilizing and raising the political consciousness of religious women,
when ERA opponents were galvanized, they joined a larger social
movement by tapping into traditional cultural assumptions about
gender. By 1977, reaction against feminism, abortion, and gay
rights was an "ideologically powered, strategically organized, and
well-financed political movement." 78 Opposing views on gender
roles and the family became the focal point for a "rightward turn
in American politics." 79
On April 13, 1977, the Senate held a four-hour blistering debate on ERA. 8 ° Former pro-ERA legislators decried press
reports casting aspersions on why th~y changed their votes. For
example, Senator Ralph Poston said he switched his vote because
of "principle." Senator Poston insisted female ERA opponents
were mainly homemakers who felt privileged to be supported by

75
76

77
78
79

80

Time," New York Times, April 26, 1975: 16 and Cook, ''What Went Wrong on the
Way to ERA Ratification," lA.
_
"Biscuit-Bakers Now Target," Lakeland Ledger, November 16, 1977: 4A.
Robert D. Shaw, "ERA Dead In Florida Until 1977?" St. Petersburg Times, November 8, 1975: 13B; Mary Ann Lindley, ~'NOW Works on Compromises," The Palm
Beach Post, May 9, 1976: B9; "Lawmakers Still Battle Askew," Ocala Star Banner, December 10, 1976: 8; and "Equal Rights: Why the Amendment Appears
Doomed," U.S. News & World Report, March 28, 1977: 53.
The "Religious Committee for the ERA" consisted of many mainline Protestant, Catholic, andJewish religiovs organizations.~
Nancy L. Cohen, Delirium: How the Sexual Counterrevolution is Polarizing America
(Berkeley, CA: Counterpoint Press, 2012), 3.
Marjorie J. Spruill, "Gender and America's Right Turn," in Rightward Bound:
Making America Conservative in the 1970s, eds. Bruce]. Schulman andJulian E.
Zelizer (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2008), 71.
Editorial, "ERA in Florida," TheWashin$lonPost,April 18, 1977:Al8.
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their husbands, whereas proponents were mostly career women.81 Senate President-designate Phil Lewis also said he changed
his vote "based on principle." 82 Senator Alan Trask changed his
vote because, while campaigning, he had a conversation with two
female ERA supporters who wanted to marry each other. Trask
read Bible verses from Leviticus condemning homosexuality to
support opposition to ERA and asserted "We must never pass a
law that is contrary to the teachings of God." 83 Finally, staunch
opponent Senator Barron argued that states' rights would be
usurped, homosexual rights expanded and societal moral decay
exacerbated if ERA passed. 84
Supporters argued that ERA would stop discrimination against
women. Senator Betty Castor maintained that "in spite of the Equal
Pay Act of 1973 and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act," existing laws
were not "doing the job" of preventing discrimination. 85 Senator
Wilson _explained "The good old boys in Southern politics refused
to give up their slaves ... [or] approve the 19th Amendment, granting women the right to vote ... fought the 1964 Civil Rights Act ...
until the rest of this nation fought them in the courtrooms, and on
th_e streets, and at the polls ... with legal power, and ... PEOPLE
POWER. "86 Senator Wilson proclaimed that senators had a choice
between two turns on the road before them: "We can take the same

81
82
83

84

85

86

Myra MacPherson, "Florida Senate Rejects Equal Rights Amendment in 21-19
Vote; Cloudy Future Seen," Washington Post, April 14, 1977: Al.
Ibid. See also, ERA Debate, Florida Senate, Office of the Secretary of the Senate, April 13, 1977, s 625, B817-10, tape l.
Roger M. Williams, "Women Against Women: The Clamor Over Equal Rights,"
The Saturday Review, 4 Qune 25, 1977): 46; Florida Senate, ERA Debate, April
13, 1977, section 625, box 817-10, tape 1, Florida State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida. Also see "Senator Switches to Vote No on ERA," The Miami News,
March 17, 1977: IA. Previously, Trask had voted in favor of the ERA twice when
the Senate considered it in 1974 and 1975.
Senator Barron generated hisses from proponents in the gallery. They were
angry that he stated "Women don't need anymore help" because "they have
50 percent of the wealth and 100 percent of the 'other thing' men need."
MacPherson, "Florida Senate Rejects Equal Rights Amendment in 21-19 Vote,"
Al; Ronald Wray Boyd, "The Up-and-Down Life of the ERA," St. Petersburg
Times, October 17, 1979: Dl; and Journal of the Florida Senate, April 13, 1977:
143-145.
Senator Castor said that 38.5 million women in the labor force were single,
separated, divorced, widowed, or had spouses who were in low-paying jobs.
Florida Senate, ERA Debate, April 13, 1977, series 625, box 817-10, tape 1,
Florida State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida.
·journal of the Florida Senate, April 13, 1977: 145-146; and Williams, "Women
Against Women," 46.
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old southern pig trail, which leads to nowhere," or "our good old
boys in the South can grow up to be men." 87
The resolution was defeated 21 to 19, so the House of Representatives did not take up ERA. 88 After the vote, national ERA
proponent Betty Friedan threatened Senator Barron with a convention boycott. Barron replied "that doesn't bother me. We got
oceans, white sand, orange juice, and Anita Bryant, and that's
enough for me." 89
The Legislature did not take up ERA during the 1978 legislative session, although the resolutions were filed in the House
and Senate . Governor Askew's last opening day legislative address
indicated the Constitution Revision Commission would submit
proposals directly to the people. 90 In fact, attorney D'Alemberte
presided over 36 members of the Constitution Revision Commission, which presented eight proposed constitutional amendments
to the people, 91 including a "Little ERA." 92 However, on November
7, 1978, the voters defeated all the proposed constitutional amendments. D'Alemberte said: "I think the whole scare campaign about
homosexuals has been a lot more effective than I thought it would
be." Indeed, when asked what caused defeat of the "Little ERA"
amendment, chief ERA opponent Shirley Spellerberg stated gleefully "It was God and the grassroots!" 93 As proponents feared, opponents used the vote as a "straw ballot" to argue Floridians opposed

87
88
89

90
91

92

93

Ibid. See "The Sexes: The Unmaking of an Amendment," Time (Monday, April
25, 1977).
Journal of the Florida Senate, April 13, 1977: 146.
Ibid. "The Sex es: The Unmaking of an Amendment"; and "ERA Costing
Miami Convention Money," The Miami News, December 27, 1977: 5A. See also
''Women Urge Boycotts for Anti-ERA States," The Sumter Daily Item, December
26, 1977: 7A.
journal of the Florida House of Representf!_
tives,
April 4, 1978: 12.
Every 20 years an appointed Constitution Revision Commission reviewed the
Florida Constitution and made recommendations for amendments. For 15
months the Commission held public meetings throughout the state, debated
over 800 ideas, and made 87 proposals that were thoroughly debated. Billy
Buzzett and Steven]. Uhlfelder, "Constitution Revision Commission: A Retrospective and Prospective Sketch," Florida Bar journal7l , no. 4 (April 1997): 22.
The 87 proposed changes included 47 substantive and 40 procedural changes .
"State Constitution Panel Adopts ' Little ERA' Plan," Lakeland Ledger, December 9, 1977: IA; Ruth L. Cokel, "One Small Word: Sexual Equality Through
the State Constitution," Florida State University Law Review 6 (1978): 52; and
Joseph W. Little, "The Need to Revise the Florida Constitutional Revision
Commission," Florida Law Review 52 (2000) : 483.
Faye S.Joyce, "The Scare and the Vote Shouldn' t Sink the ERA," St. Petersburg
Times, November 11 , 1978: 18A.
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ERA. 94 Political observers believed Governor Askew's campaign
against casinos that year resulted in the defeat of all amendments. 95
Rep. Curt Kiser joked that "even if the Ten Commandments were
on the ballot they would have ~een defeated." 96
ERA appeared to be dead again in 1979, however, Rep. Elaine
Gordon caught opponents completely off guard with a sneaky parliamentary maneuver. She surprised legislators by helping make
ERA an amendment to Senate Bill 267 on Human Rights. Rep.
Gordon argued that supporting an ERA amendment to the bill was
a way to express legislative support for ERA ratification. 97 Expressing surprise, ERA opponent Rep. Ralph Haben said: "That was
slicker than greased owl spit!" Senate Bill 267 passed with the ERA
amendment 64 to 52.98
On the Senate side, Senator Jack Gordon briefly supported
ERA and thanked the Senate leadership for allowing a debate. As
proponents feared, Senator Barron called the previous constitutional proposal a "test vote on the ERA," that was rejected by the
people of Florida. Senator Barron warned that the federal government would encroach on states' rights if ERA passed. 99 The bill with
ERA attached narrowly failed in the Senate 19 to 21. Senate President Lewis said "Some of the ladies who were strongly for it came
to me afterwards and thanked me for letting it go to the floor. . .. "100
The ERA was not considered in 1980 and 1981. Just before the
November presidential election, the Moral Majority spent at least
$25,000 on ads with unflattering photos of gays, claiming "Militant
homosexuals support ERA." 101 Many newly registered Religious
94

Paul Tash, "Constitution Revision Proposals Fail; Republicans Sweep Pinellas
Races," St. Petersburg Times, November 8, 1978: lB. Amendment 2 was defeated
1,002,479 (accept) to 1,326,497 (reject).
95 Buzzett and Uhlfelder, "Constitution Revision Commission," 22 .
96 Tash, "Constitution Revision Proposals Fail,. "lB However, tha t year the U.S.
Congress passed a three-year extension for the ERA deadline, from March 22 ,
1979 to June 30, 1982.
97 Ibid.
98 Florida House of Representatives, ERA Debate, May 17, 1979, tape 1, Florida
State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida and journal of the House of Representatives,
May 17, 1979: 591-592.
99 Florida Senate, ERA Debate, May 24, 1979, tape 4, series 1238, box 51 , Florida
State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida.
100 journal of the Senate (May 24, 1979): 551-552; Senator Phillip D. Lewis Interview
with Mike Vasilinda, October 10, 2001 , Florida Legislative Research Ce nter
and Museum, Tallahassee, Florida.
101 "ERA Ads Spur Charges From Proponents," The Tekgraph-H
ald,
er
November 2,
1980: 20. See William R. Amlong, "Equal Rights Amendment Issue," The M iami
Herald, August 10, 1980: 4.
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Right voters elected ERA opponents. 102 ERA proponents lost two
senators and four house members, while one ERA opponent in the
Senate was defeated. 103
The final deadline for ratification was June 23, 1982. Over
5,000 ERA supporters marched up Highway 27 leading directly to
the capitol building, wearing suffrage colors of white, purple, and
gold. Governor Bob Graham and his wife, Adele, led the march
that included women, men, children, dogs and horses. 104 Thousands of women traveling in groups were jamming hallways and
crowding elevators. National news media parked large trucks with
satellite dishes and vans in the capitol courtyard, making it resemble a carnival lot.
ERA supporters organized a public relations campaign by "people offaith." 105 Part of this effort included a press conference held
by "Religious Committee for the ERA" national coordinator Rev.
Delores Moss and Sister Maureen Fielder of Catholic Sisters for the
ERA. They announced broad religious support for ratification. 106
After the regular legislative session, Governor Graham called
a special legislative session to address ERA. The long House
debate was colored with religious rhetoric, repeating earlier arguments about equality, discrimination, abortion and homosexuality.
102 Several religious groups like the Moral Majority and Religious Roundtable
were part of the new Religious Right, which supported Ronald Reagan for
president in 1980. The Republican Party included conservative religious issues
in the party platform, featured key religious leaders at the national convention and engaged religious groups in political activities . David Domke and
Kevin Coe, The God Strategy: How Religion Became a Political Weapon in America
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 103. Nancy Cohen maintains that
anti-ERA "sexual fundamentalists" infiltrated the Republican Party and were
critical to electing Ronald Reagan as president in 1980. She traces a direct line
from the ERA sexual counterrevolutionaries to modern day polarized politics.
See Cohen, Delirium and "Can the GOP Heal Its ERA Scars?" U.S. News & World
Report, July 21, 1980: 8.
103 Carver, "The Equal Rights Amendment and the Florida Legislature," 475. Mormon Republican "housewife from Maitland," Paula Hawkins, was the first (and
only) woman elected to the U.S. Senate in Florida.
104 Stephen K Doig and Patrick Riordan, "ERA Supporters Rally in Florida, 3
Other States," The Miami Herald, June 7, 1982: lA.
105 The Florida Council of Churches launched a massive outreach to members.
Florida Impact, an organization that represented mainline Protestant and Jewish groups, coordinated extensive lobbying efforts. Karen Woodall, "People of
Faith Support the ERA," June 14, 1982; Elaine Gordon Papers, box 5, Special
Collections.
106 Rev. Moss argued against a "great misconception .. . that the majority of religious people do not believe in equal rights for women, or they believe in equal
rights but not the ERA." See "ERA Battle Takes a Religious Twist," The Miami
News,January. 21, 1982: llA.
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Rep. Elaine Gordon asks homemakers to "come out of the kitchen" and support
ERA. (NOW President Eleanor Smeal is on the right.) Courtesy of State Archives of
Florida, photo by Donn Dughi.

Starting the last debate, Rep. Tom Bush offered an amendment to
include "unborn children from the time of conception" in the ERA
definition of "persons." After some discussion, the amendment was
ruled not germane to the resolution. 107
Supporters argued the need for women's equality and the end
of discrimination . For example, Rep. Sam Bell claimed voting for
ERA was to stand for equality; whereas voting against ERA was to
stand for inequality. 108 Former actress, model, and cover girl, Rep .
Helen Gordon Davis gave a rendition of the speech .former slave
Sojourner Truth presented at the first women's rights convention
in 1848, entitled "Ain't I a Woman?" Rep . Davis portrayed Truth's
sad words of being discriminated against as a black person and a
woman: "That man in the back there says that women can't have
the same rights as men, because Christ was not a woman." Rep.
107 Rep . Bush argued that equality of rights should include the right of an unborn
child to be born: "Who are we, killing a million and a half unborn children
every year?" Florida House of Representatives, ERA Debate, June 21, 1982,
Special Session "H," tape 1, series 38, box 72, 10884-A, Florida State Archives,
Tallahassee, Florida.
108 Ibid.
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House Speaker Ralph Haben with Reps. Elaine Gordon, Sam Bell, Tom Bush &
Bill Sadowski discussing an amendment to the ERA. Courtesy of State Archives of
Florida, photo by Donn Dughi.

Davis exclaimed: "Well where did your Christ come from? From
God and a woman!" 109
Rep. Eleanor Weinstock ridiculed the "parade of horribles"
listed by ERA opponents as "far fetched" including "foolishness
like coed toilets, homosexual marriages, women in the trenches
and forced labor." Addressing the idea of womanhood, Rep. Weinstock maintained that women were proud of their unique role as
women, "but that role deserves and demands recognition in the
Constitution." 110 Likewise, ERA proponent Rep. Marilyn EvansJones, a Republican who previously served as a lobbyist for United
Methodist Women, proclaimed that of the 120 House members,
13 were women, and ten favored ERA; in addition, three of four
female senators favored ERA. Responding to male opponents insisting women should be "kept on their pedestals," Rep. Evans-Jones
declared, "Only statues should be on pedestals." She said "Those of
us who are Christians believe that woman was taken from the rib of

109 Ibid.
110 Ibid.
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man . . . to be equal to him, and near the heart, so that we can love
one another." 111
ERA opponent Rep. Bush argued the resolution would destroy
families and encourage homosexuality. He declared that "being a
housewife is a legitimate profession." Rep. Bush also warned that
ERA would "create homosexuality as an alternative lifestyle," and
asked "Do we want to_ give to the gay community the right to adopt
children?" 112 In addition, Rep. Robert "Bob" Melby argued that
ERA was a likely to be broadly interpreted by the same federal judges that liberally interpreted cases on integration and abortion. 113
Finally, Rep. Elaine Gordon closed the last house debate by
maintaining that America's political system was based on "the right
of the people to make and to alter their constitutions of government." Describing how Germany and Japan were required to place
ERA in their post-World War II constitutions, she argued it was time
to update the U.S. Constitution, concluding "On this upcoming
Independence Day celebration, let us not have to say: 'Let freedom
ring over all our brothers, sweet land of liberty, for others. "' 114 After
Rep. Gordon's passionate closing speech, the ERA passed 60 to 58. 11 5
The Senate debate also reflected previous arguments dealing
with religious notions of patriarchy, immorality and equality that
took place over the course of the ERA's history. ERA supporters
Senators Gwen Margolis, Mary Grizzle andjoe Gersten asked senators, respectively, to "not think you are superior to women," or "vote
for constitutional protection for women," and not allow ERA opposition to become "a cause celebre of the New Right." 116 Senator
111
112
113
114
115

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., tape 2.
Journal of the House of Representatives, Special Session "H," June 21, 1982. The
vote listed above is the actual vote. After the roll call 61 yeas and 58 nays were
registered. Rep. Gordon told the press: "I had three heart attacks." The first
was the unexpected arrival of ERA opponent Rep. Frank Williams, who had
been traveling in Europe and was expected to be absent. The second was the
unsuccessful attempt by Rep. Bush to amend an anti-abortion section onto the
ERA. Rep. Gordon said the third scare was the actual house vote in favor of the
ERA, which was by exactly the number of votes she had forecast, yet by slightly
different legislators. Patrick Riordan, "Florida Senate Dashes Hopes for Adding ERA to Constitution," St. Petersburg Times, June 22, 1982: IA. Rep. Gordon
was particularly grateful for the unexpected favorable vote for the ERA by Rep.
Jim Watt CR-Miami). Rep. Elaine Gordon conversation with the author, circa
1989.
il6 Florida Senate, ERA Debate, June 21 , 1982, tapes 3 and 4, series 1238, box 74,
Florida State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida.
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Jack Gordon said regardless of the current vote, the march toward
equality would continue in history, since "the essence of family life
is equality." Comparing the issue-by-issue approach to ending discrimination rather than adopting the ERA, Senator Gordon said,
was "like trying to abolish slavery, plantation by plantation." 117
Opponents abandoned the "women should be kept on a
pedestal" assertion . They linked ERA passage to gay rights, championed equality without ERA and defended states' rights . For
example, Senator Toni Jennings opposed ERA but indicated "I
feel very strongly about working for equal opportunity, for equal
pay, for all of the 'equalities' that people do not enjoy." 118 Senator
Alan Trask argued against ERA saying that it would legalize homosexuality, which was "against God's plan." 119 Finally, principal ERA
opponent Senator Barron declared that current Florida laws provided necessary equality for women. He contended the federal
government was granted limited powers and all other powers
were granted to states. Senator Barron said the broadly worded
ERA would "transfer 70 percent of the powers of the states back to
the federal government." 120 On the final senate vote, ERA failed
16 to 21. 121
Florida was the last hope of proponents who needed three
states to ratify ERA. It was defeated by just six votes. However,
opposing sides agreed that 1982 was a critical year for advancing
women's concerns in other legislation, despite the ERA defeat.
The "Parade of Horribles" Comes to Pass : ERA Themes in
Contemporary Florida Politics
More than three decades have passed since the defeat of ERA.
Anti-ERA forces argued that the "parade of horribles," which
included unisex bathrooms, women in combat, gay adoption, abortion and same-sex marriage, wou1d lead to societal moral decay. Yet,
conservatives who still oppose these issues now govern the state.
Florida's political geography has shifted, granting two Democratic
117 Ibid. , tapes 1 and 5.
118 Ibid., tape 3 . Senator Jennings is the sole person to have served two terms as
Florida Senate President.Jennings also served asJeb Bush's Lt. Governor from
2003 to 2006. She was adored by Senator Barron and the "Good Old Boys"
from North Florida and often accompanied them on their hunting trips.
119 Ibid.
120 Ibid., tape 5 .
121 Ibid., tape 5.Journal of the Senate, June 21, 1982: 14-15 . See also Riordan, "Florida Senate Dashes Hopes fc~r Adding ERA to Constitution," IA.
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presidential wins (two eight-year terms), yet giving Republicans a
foothold in state leadership. 122 Recently, Florida voters reelected
Republican Governor Rick Scott. On January 6, 2015, Scott was
inaugurated in front of the Old Capitol, while at the back of the
building, gay couples wed on the first day same-sex marriage was
legal in Florida. 123 This bizarre scenario represents the continued
public policy polarization over social policy, exacerbated by religion, which still exists in Florida. In fact, religiously influenced
themes from the ERA conflict concerning womanhood, family, and
states' rights continue to appear in Florida's contemporary public
policy arena.
Specifically, womanhood and family issues have been part of
several cultural shifts since the ERA battle. For example, more than
71 percent of all mothers work outside the home, up from 41 percent in 1972. 124 Although more women are in the workforce, the
wage gap persists.125 In 1981, Rep. Elaine Gordon argued that ERA
opposition was economic: "Women are a nice, cheap labor pool . ..
they are paid 59 cents for every dollar paid a man." 126 Progress has
122 The Governor and three Cabinet members are Republicans in 2015. The
House of Representatives has 81 Republicans (15 women) and 38 Democrats
(12 women), while the Florida State Senate has 27 Republicans (6 women)
and 14 Democrats (6 women). The state is also becoming more diverse. Central Florida has shifted with the influx of Democratic Hispanics. Republican
gains exist in southwestern Florida counties, on the I-4 corridor, and in Northeast Florida-and offset Democratic gains in urban areas. Steve Schale, "Early
Primer on Florida 2016," January 26, 2015 , http: / / steveschale.com (accessed
February 4, 2015).
123 Couples were also wed across the street at the courthouse. Matt Dixon,
"Gay Marriage Provides an Unexpected Backdrop to Scott's Inauguration,"
Political Fix Florida, January 6, 2015, http: / / politicalfixflorida.dev.wordpress.
ewscloud. com/ 2015 I 01 I 06 I gay-marriage-provides-unexpected-backdropto-scotts-inauguration/ (accessed February 6, 2015); and Gary Fineout and
Brendan Farrington, "Gov. Rick Scott Sworn In For Second Term, The Daytona Beach News Journal, January 6, 2015, http:/ / m.newsjournalonline .com/
article/ 20150106/ WIRE/ 150109690/ 0/ NEWS?Title=Gov-Rick-Scott-sworn-infor-2nd-term- (accessed February 4, 2015).
124 D'Vera Cohn and Andrea Caumont, "Seven Key Findings about Stay-At-Home
Mothers," Pew Research Center, April 8, 2014, http: / / www.pewresearch.org/
fac t-tank/ 2014/ 04/ 08 / 7-key-findings-abou t-s tay-at-home-moms/
(accessed
February 9, 2015). See also Nancy E. McGlen and Karen O'Connor, "Attitudes Toward Women in the Workplace," in The 1970s, ed. Mark Schmidt (San
Diego, CA: Greenhaven Press, Inc., 2000), 267-277. They use data from the
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Perspectives on Working
Women,June, 1980: 4.
125 "Women in the Labor Force: A Databook," BLS Reports, U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, December 2014, http: / / www.bls.goy/ opub/ reports/ cps/ women-inthe-labor-force-a-databook-2014.pdf (accessed February 12, 2015).
126 "New ERA Appeals Issued," Sarasota Herald-Tribune, December. 1, 1981: 4D.
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been made, although in contemporary Florida, women earn about
83 cents for every dollar that men earn. 127 Moreover, women's entry
into the workforce has not varied much by religiosity or religious
tradition. Both women who attended church and did not attend
church entered the workforce-from 1973 to 2008-in increasing
numbers at about the same rate. 128
In addition, attitudes toward gender roles in the family have
changed. In a 35-year review of religious and social trends, Robert
D. Putnam and David E. Campbell in American Grace: How Religi,on
Divides Us and Unites Us (2010) note, "deeply religious Americans
are less traditionalist in their views about gender roles than their
secular counterparts had been a generation earlier." For more than
four decades, religious women have been progressive towards gender equality but conservative about the sexual revolution. 129
Since ERA failed in 1982, why would the "parade of horribles" march forward in contemporary Florida? Attitudes toward
the issues are changing. For example, from the 1970s to the early
127 The national average is 82 cents-per-dollar. "Women's Earnings in Florida-2013," Bureau of Labor Statistics, February 12, 2015, http :/ / www.bls .
gov I regions / sou the as t/ news-release / 2015 I pdf/ womensearnings_florida_20150212.pdf (accessed February 13, 2015) . Additionally, in many occupations women earn less than men. See "The Gender Wage Gap: 2013," Fact
Sheet, Institute for Women's Policy Research, September 2014, http: / / www.
iwpr.org/ publications/ pubs/ the-gender-wage-gap-2013-differences-by-raceand-ethnicity-no-growth-in-real-wages-for-women (accessed February 9, 2015).
According to a recent poll, 84% of women indicate that men are paid more for
similar work, and four in ten women said they have had personal experience
with gender discrimination. Colleen McCain Nelson, "Poll: Most Women See
Bias in the Workplace," The Wall Street journal, April 12, 2013.
128 Robert D. Putnam and David E. Campbell, American Grace: How Religion Divides
Us and Unites Us (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2010), 237-239. Using data
from the General Social Survey, Putnam and Campbell analyzed women who
attended church and never attended church as a measure of religiosity. Participation in the workforce by highly religious women rose from approximately 40
percent in 1973 to 56 percent in 2008, while workforce participation for nonreligious women rose from approximately 41 percent to 60 percent. Women
moving into the workforce from major religious traditions followed the same
trajectory of 40-45 percent in the early 1970s to 55-60 percent in the 2000s .
Putnam and Campbell concluded: "Religious tenets and religious institutions
seem to have had virtually no braking effect on the movement of women
toward greater participation in the economic life of the country."
129 Ibid. The Bureau of Labor Statistics' report on time use indicates that while
working outside the home, women spent three times as much time on household work than men per week. On an average day, 19 percent of men performed housework- such as cleaning or doing laundry- compared to 49 percent
of women. See American Time Use Survey - 2013, B.u reau of Labor Statistics,
June 18, 2014, http: / / www.bls.gov/ news .release/ atus.nrO.htm (accessed February 2, 2015). -
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1990s, public attitudes toward gay relationships generally remained
the same. According to one analysis, around 70 percent believed
homosexual relationships were "always wrong." Since the 1990s,
greater acceptance of homosexuals has resulted in gay marriage
acceptance, especially among younger generations. 130 Today, same
sex marriage is supported by 57 percent of Americans while 39 percent are opposed. Religious groups are divided. Over 83 percent
of Jewish, 62 percent of mainline Protestants, 58 percent of white
Catholics, and 56 percent of Hispanic Catholics support gay marriage, while 70 percent of white evangelical Protestants and 59 percent of black Protestants oppose same-sex marriage. 131
Four other concerns expressed by anti-ERA forces are present
realities in contemporary culture. First, unisex bathrooms are standard features in buildings and airplanes. Also, several of Florida's
public universities have unisex bathrooms. 132 Second, many modern women have chosen to join the military and recent guidelines
authorize front-line combat duty beginning in 2016. 133 The public
broadly supports the military's decision allowing women to serve
in combat. 134 Third, courts have ruled in favor of gay adoption,
130 Derek Thompson, "The Rise of Gay Marriage and the Decline of Straight Marriage: Where's the Link?" The Atlantic, April 4, 2013, http: / / www.theatlantic.
com/ business/ archive / 2013 I 04/ the-rise-of-gay-marriage-and-the-decline-ofstraight-marriage-wheres-the-link/ 274665 / (accessed February 11 , 2015).
131 "Support for Same-Sex Marriage at Record High, but Key Segments Remain
Opposed," Pew Research Center, June 8, 2015, http: / / www.people-press.
org/ 2015 I 06 I 08 su pport-for-same-sex-marriage-at-record-high-but-key-segments-remain-opposed/ (accessedJune 27, 2015). The report indicates that a
crucial part of shifting perspectives is younger Americans ' strong support for
gay rights: "Younger generations have long been more accepting of homosexuality and of same-sex marriage than older generations, and as Millennials (who
are currently ages 18-34) have entered adulthood, those views have influenced
overall public opinion." Almost three-quarters ofMillennials (73 % ) favor legal
recognition, with 45% saying they strongly favor it.
132 Rebeca Piccardo, "LGBT Students Praise FIU for Readying Campus' First
Gender neutral Bathroom," Miami Herald, December 4, 2014, http: / / www.
miamiherald.com/ news/ local/ community I gay-south-florida/ article4275 l 98.
html, (accessedJune 28, 2015). State universities vary in the number of unisex
bathrooms: University of Florida - 25; University of South Florida - 56; University of Central Florida -17; Florida State University - 4; Florida Atlantic University-22; and University of North Florida - 14.
133 Some women currently serve in combat roles, such as flying planes. Tom Vanden
Brook, "Pentagon Opening Front-Line Combat Roles to Women," U.S.A. Today
June 18, 2013, http :/ / www.usatoday.com/ story/ news/ politics/ 2013/ 06/ 18/
women-expected-on-front-lines-by-2016/ 2434911 /
(accessed February 4,
2015). In Afghanistan and Iraq, 292,000 women served in combat zones. In
2013 the Pentagon opened 237,000 military jobs previously closed to women.
134 "Broad Support for Combat Roles for Women," Pew Research Center, January 29 ,
2013, http: / / www.people-press.org/ 2013/ 0l/ 29/ broad-support-for-combat-
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striking down a statutory prohibition and making it legal in Florida.135 In the 2015 legislative session, an amendment was filed to an
adoption bill to codify the decision, resulting in intense debate.
Governor Scott signed the legislation noting, "that some private,
faith-based child placement agencies have expressed concerns
that eliminating this provision in statutes will hamper an agency's
ability to operate according to its deeply held religious beliefs ... . "
Governor Scott urged the .legislature to take action to support religious agencies in their decision to "not place children in homes
with same sex parents . ... " 136 Fourth, state and federal courts struck
down Florida's ban on same sex marriages .137 OnJune 26, 2015, the
U.S. Supreme Court ruled 5-4 that same-sex couples have a right
to marry in all 50 states. Writing for the majority, Justice Kennedy
identified "a shift in public attitudes toward greater tolerance"
toward same-sex couples.138 In cities across Florida the ruling was
publicly celebrated.

135

136

137

138

roles-for-women/ (accessed June 27, 2015). Two-thirds ( 66 % ) support allowing women in the military to serve in ground combat units, while just 26 % are
opposed.
In 2010, Florida's law prohibiting gay adoption was struck down as unconstitutional. Erin Bock, "Florida Appeals Court Strikes Down Gay Adoption Ban,"
jurist, September 23, 2010 http: / / jurist.org/ paperchase/ 2010/ 09/ floridaappeals-court-strikes-down-gay-adoption-ban.php (accessed February 8, 2015).
Governor Rick Scott to Secretary Kenneth W. Detzner,June 11, 2015, http: / I
www.flgov.com / wp-content/ uploads / 2015 / 06/ Transmittal-Letter-6. l l .15HB-7013 .pdf (accessed June 26, 2015) . Dm;:_ing the 2015 Legislative Session, the
Florida House of Representatives passed CS/ HB 7111 relating to conscience
protection for actions of child placing agencies (75-38) but the bill died in the
Florida Senate. See "CS/ HB 7111," Florida House of Representatives, http :/ I
www.myfloridahouse.gov/ Sections/ Bills/ billsdetail.aspx?Billld=54626.
Florida was also one of 36 states that allowed gay marriages, some due to judicial action. See Yvonne Zipp, "Federal Judge's Ruling Makes Florida the 36lh
State Where Gay Marriage is Legal," The Christian Science Monitor, January 2,
2015
http: / / www.csmonitor.com/ USA/ USA-Update/ 2015/ 0102 / Federaljudge-s-ruling-makes-Florida-the-36th-state-where-gay-marriage-is-legal-video
(accessed February 7, 2015); and "37 States with Legal Gay Marriage and 13
States with Same-Sex Marriage Bans," ProCon.org, http: / / gaymarriage .procon .
org/ view.resource.php?resourceID;,004857 (accessed February 14, 2015).
Obergefell, et. al. v. Hodges, June 26, 2015, No . 14-556, Supreme Court of the
United States, http:/ / www.supremecourt.gov I opinions/ l 4pdf/ l 4-556_3204.
pdf, (accessedJune 26, 2015).Justice Kennedy concluded the opinion:
No union is more profound than marriage, for it embodies the
highest ideals oflove, fidelity, devotion, sacrifice, and family. In
forming a marital union, two people become something greater than once they were. As some of the petitioners in these
cases demonstrate, marriage embodies a love that may endure
even past death ... They ask for equal dignity in the eyes of the
law. The Constit:Wion grants the_m that right.
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Finally, Florida has joined other states in efforts asserting states'
rights and challenging federal government powers. Although federal law trumps state law, more than 200 bills have recently been
filed in state legislatures seeking to nullify federal regulations and
laws. Florida is also one of three states that began a national trend
by passing a resolution calling for a constitutional convention
aimed at restricting the power of the federal government. 139
Suspicions about the reach of the federal government and
encroachment on states' rights have also driven recent executive
and legislative decisions to sue the federal government or turn
away federal funds requiring state matching funds in recent years.
The past two state attorneys general joined many lawsuits against
the federal government. For example, they joined other states in
a lawsuit against the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
(ACA). The state attorney general also joined litigation against
President Barack Obama's immigration executive order, against
"government infringement on second amendment rights" in other
states, against gay marriage, against medical marijuana and against
the "federal overreach of the Environmental Protection Agency. " 140
The governor has turned away billions of dollars in federal transportation and health care funding and recently filed a lawsuit to
force continued federal funding for a state-federal uncompensated
health care fund. 141 The governor also switched from supporting
ACA Medicaid ~xpansion in 2013 to opposing it in 2015, citing
distrust of the federal government.142 Similarly, the 2015 regular
139 Lydia Wheeler, "States Rise Up Against Washington," The Hill, February 10, 2015,
http: I I thehill.com/ regulation/ legislation/ 2 32255-s tates-rising-up-againstwashington (accessed February 10, 2015).
140 Micha~l Van Sickler, "Pam Bondi, with Republican Attorney General Coalition,
Involves Herself in Far Away Court Fights," Tampa Bay Times, October 24, 2014.
141 Stephanie Mencimer, "Rick Scott Rejects Health Care Funds that would Keep
Kids Out of Nursing Homes," Mother Jones, September 10, 2012, http: / / www.
- motherj ones.com/ mojo / 2012/ 09 / rick-scott-rejects-heal th-care-money-disabled-kids-nursing-homes (accessed February 11, 2015). See Janet Zink, "Gov.
Rick Scott Rejects Funding for High Speed Rail," Tampa Bay Times, February
16, 2011 , http://www.tampabay.com/ news/ localgovernment/ gov-rick-scottrejects-funding-for-high-speed-rail/ 1151937 (accessed February 11 , 2015) .
Claiming victory, Governor Scott dropped the lawsuit when the federal government sent an official letter agreeing to a smaller amount of funds for uncompensated care. See Lynn Hatter, "As LIP Funding Fades, Scott Drops Lawsuit
and Claims Victory," WF.S'U, June 25, 2015, http:/ / news.wfsu.org/ post/ lipfunding-fades-scott-drops-lawsuit-and-claims-victory (accessed June 25, 2015) .
142 J on Greenberg, "Governor Rick Scott Shifts Again on Medicaid Expansion,"
Politifact Florida, Miami Herald, April 7, 2015, http: / / www.politifact.com/ florida/ statemen ts / 2015/ apr / 07 / rick-scott/ scott-shifts-again-medicaid-expansion/ (accessed June 25, 2015) .
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Florida Legislative Session dissolved into conflict over the Senate's
free market plan to use federal Medicaid expansion funds, forcing
a Special Session of the legislature. Preservation of states' rights
and contempt for the federal government were centerpieces of the
lively Special Session debate. 143
Womanhood, family values and states' rights themes reveal a
conservative counterrevolution that is emerging in contemporary
Florida politics. The lineages for these policy differences can be
traced back to the ERA debates.
Conclusion: "It is Important to Listen"

"To every woman who gave birth to every taxpayer and citizen of
this nation, we have fought for everybody else's equal rights. It's
our time to have wage equality once and for all and equal rights
for women in the United States of America!"
~Patricia Arquette, February 22, 2015
Patricia Arquette concluded her acceptance speech for Best
Supporting Actress at the 87th Academy Awards by rousing women
to continue the fight for equal rights. 144 In modern history, equality for women remains a significant social policy issue on a state
and national level. Although polls indicate the public's perception
that women have achieved equality, 145 U.S. Supreme Court Justice
Antonin Scalia has indicated that the 14th U.S. Constitution does not
143 James L. Rosica, "Crisafulli: If it Quacks Like A Duck ... it's Medicaid Expansion," Tampa Tribune, June 1, 2015 . In response to Senate efforts to reframe
the program by calling it a "Florida Solution," House Speaker Steve Crisafulli
articulated suspicions about the federal government saying "It's still Medicaid expansion; it uses the Medicaid population, it uses the Medicaid dollars,
and it uses the program's rules. You know the saying, if it walks like a duck
and quacks like a duck, it's a duck. It's Me~icaid expansion . . . and it's fiscally
irresponsible."
144 "Patricia Arquette 's Oscars Acceptance Speech for Best Supporting Actress,"
The Independent, February 23, 2015, ~ttp:/ / www.independent.co.uk/ arts-entertainmen t/ films / oscars I oscars-2015-patricia-arquettes-accep tance-speech-forbes t-su pporting-actress-in-full-10063398 .html (accessed June 10, 2015). See
the video on You Tube: https: / / www.youtube.com/ watch?v=6wx-Qh4Vczc.
145 Madison Kimrey, "Despite the Obvious, 73% of Americans Mistakenly
Believe We Have Gender Equality, " Roar, May 20, 2015, http:/ / kaj-roar.
com / 2015 I 05 / 73-of-americans-mis takenly-believe-we-have-gender-equality /
(accessed June 15, 2015). See also Abby Ferla, "ERA: Historical Curiosity or
Needed Weapon Against Bias," Remapping Debate, http: / / www.remappingdebate .org/ article I era-his torical-curiosi ty-or-needed-weapon-agains t-bias-today,
(accessed June 27, 2015).
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prohibit discrimination on the basis of sex. 146 Recent federal legislative and executive actions as well as state legislation have advanced
women's interests in contemporary society; 147 however, ERA supporters are rejuvenating efforts to pass a constitutional amendment. 148
Newly created organizations, actresses, politicians and other luminaries have echoed Ar-queue's call for equal rights. For example, a
new ERA Coalition recently opened an office in Washington, D .C.;
actress Emma Watson addressed the United Nations to launch the
"HeForShe" campaign for gender equality; on Mayl4, 2015, Congresswomen Carolyn Maloney (D-NY) and Cynthia Lummis (R-WY),
with support from a bipartisan coalition of 170 co-sponsors, re-introduced the ERA; and on her 66th birthday, actress Meryl Streep wrote
every member of Congress asking them to pass ERA.149
146 Kimberly Voss, ''.JusticeScaliaMakesCaseforERARatification," WeNews,January
7, 2011, http: / / womensenews.org/ story / washington-outlookcongresswhitehouse/ 110106/ justice-scalia-makes-the-case-era-ratification, (accessed June 1,
2015). Scalia averred "Certainly the Constitution does not require discrimination on the basis of sex. The only issue is whether it prohibits it. It doesn 't."
See "The Originalist: Justice Antonin Scalia," California Lawyer, January 2011.
Justice Scalia later said his remarks were meant only to apply to private discrimination. See Ian Millhiser, ''.Justice Scalia Appears to Back Off His Claim That
- The Constitution Does Not Prevent Gender Discrimination," ThinkProgress,
October. 7, 2011.
147 For example, on the federal level see "The Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act
of 2009," which extends the statute of limitations on an equal pay discrimination lawsuit to each new affected paycheck. Pub.L. 111-2, S. 181 ,
http: / / www.gpo_.gov/ fdsys / pkg/ PLAW-l l l publ2 / html/PLAW-l l lpubl2.
htm (accessed June 26, 2015) and Presidential Executive Orders prohibiting federal contractors from retaliating against employees who choose
to discuss their compensation and prohibiting discrimination based on
sexual orientation or gender identity. See "Non-Retaliation for Disclosure
of Compensation Information," April 8, 2014, https :/ / www.whitehouse.
gov/ the-press-office/ 2014/ 04/ 08 / executive-order-non-retaliation-disclosure-compensation-information, (accessed June 26, 2015); and "Further
Amendments to Executive Order 11478, Equal Employment Opportunity
in the Federal Government, and Executive Order 11246, Equal EmployIJlent Opportunity," July 21,
2014, https: / / www.whitehouse.gov/
the-press-office / 2014/ 07 / 21 / executive-order-further-amendments-executive-order-11478-equal-employmen, (accessed June 26, 2015). On a state
level, see recently passed Senate Bill 982 (Ch. 2015-68, Laws of Florida) on
pregnancy discrimination, which codifies a Florida Supreme Court ruling
(in Delva v. Continental Group, Inc., 137 So.3d 371 [Fla. 2014]) that pregnancy is a protected class under the Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992. http: / I
www.flsenate .gov/ Session/ Bill/ 2015 / 0982 (accessedJune 26, 2015) .
148 Jessica Ravitz, "The New Women Warriors: Reviving the Fight for Equal Rights,"
CNN, April 16, 2015 .
149 Ibid. The renewed effort to ratify ERA is led by 30-year old Bettina Hage r,
the Washington D .C. director of the new ERA Coalit;ion. Phyllis Schlafly, now
90, says the new ERA push is "a colossal waste of time ." See "Emma Watson:
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ERA will not go away. Even when conservative leadership and
majorities control Congress and the Florida Legislature, there are
continued efforts to pass a constitutional amendment underway.
Every year ERA is also introduced in the Florida Legislature, but
has not had a hearing since 2008. Ironically, while certain rights
have been extended to minorities and same-sex couples, women
continue to seek expanded rights through litigation. 150
This examination of the ERA legislative debates is significant
because it not only narrates the impact of religion on Florida's ERA
history, but it also demonstrates that certain moral and religious
themes resurface in modern political disagreements over social
policy. Defining the scope and role of women, identifying family structure and organization, and emphasizing the role of states
and the federal government were themes generated by religion in
the ERA battle. These themes continue to appear in contemporary public policy debates. Also, the rhetoric of the ERA legislative
debates arose from notions of patriarchy, morality, equality, fairness
and justice. Likewise, contemporary legislative debates and public
policy approaches reflect similar themes although three decades
have passed and Florida's political landscape has shifted rightward.
In the period covered in this study, ERA language had to be
voted up or down without modification in the Florida legislature.
This was problematic since the mainstay of political policy issue resolution is compromise and cooperation. Additionally, religion and
the use of religious language by proponents and opponents ensured
that there was no room for the usual give and take in the legislative
process. Housewives Adele Kanter and Shirley Spellerberg believed
ERA passage would result in entirely different consequences. They
Gender Equality is Your Issue Too," UN Women, http ://www.unwomen.org/
en / news / stories/ 2014/ 9 I emma-watson-gender-equali ty-is-your-issue-too
(accessedJune 21, 2015); "Members of Congress Renew the Fight for the Equal
Rights Amendment," Feminist Newswire, May 15, 2015, https :/ / feminist.org/
blog/ index. ph p / 2015I
I
05 15 I members-of-congress-renew-the-fight-for-theequal-righ ts-amendment/, (accessed June 28, 2015); Joanna Walters, "Meryl
Streep Urges Congress to Back Equa1 Rights Amendment," The Guardian, June
23, 2013, http: / / www.theguardian.com/ film / 2015 / jun/ 23/ meryl-streepcongress-equal-rights-amendment, (accessed June 24, 2015) . Each letter was
accompanied by a copy of Equal Means Equal: Why the Time for an Equal Rights
Amendment is Now (New York: The New J?ress, 2015) a book by president of the
ERA Coalition Jessica Neuwirth.
150 Jessica Neuwirth, in Equal Means Equal: Why the Time for the Equal Rights Amendment is Now (2015), lists historical and contemporary legal cases demonstrating
how women's rights are compromised. She uses cases on issues such as pregnancy discrimination, pay inequity and violence against women to argue the
need for ERA.
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were women of faith, representative of many women in the ERA
conflict. Pro- and anti-ERA forces were entrenched by ideologies,
including religious beliefs, which are mirrored by opposing sides
polarized by social issues in contemporary Florida.
Florida's "culture wars" over the social issues delineated in this
study will likely intensify in the next several years as legislative and
executive leadership adopt a conservative policy agenda that includes
an emphasis on states' rights and resistance to federal government
mandates. Social issues will continue to polarize warring factions,
stimulate political debates and influence election outcomes. Equally
well-intentioned people differ on policy, oftentimes due to different religious or moral worldviews. However, religious invective and
moral language are often invoked to add legitimacy to particular
policy positions, creating conflict and polarization. Lamenting the
modern polarized political environment, former Governor Reubin
Askew said "It is important to listen because you may hear something; and you learn after you think you know it all." 151

15l _ Askew interview with author, February 15, 2012.
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